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	Ajax in Action, 9781932394610 (1932394613), Manning Publications, 2005
Ajax is a growing new technology at the time of this writing and we’re delighted to bring you the lowdown on it, in the inimitable style of Manning’s In Action series. In doing so, though, we faced an interesting problem. Although Ajax is indisputably hot, it isn’t really new. It isn’t really a technology, either.



Let us explain. Ajax brings together several well-established web technologies and uses them in new and interesting ways. Learning to use a completely new technology for the first time is in some ways simpler because you start with a blank slate. Ajax is different: there is also much to unlearn. Because of this, our book is organized somewhat differently from most Manning In Action books. You may notice this when reading and should know that we feel the way it is organized best suits this subject.



And, as you will see, although the Ajax technologies themselves are all client side, the differences extend all the way down to the server. This book is mainly about client-side programming, and most of the code examples that you’ll find in here are JavaScript. The principles of Ajax decouple the client from the server beautifully, and can be used with any server-side language. We’ve therefore got a broad audience to address and have opted to present our server-side code in a mixture of languages: PHP, Java, C#, and Visual Basic .NET. More importantly, though, we’ve tried to keep the server-side code relatively simple and implementation-agnostic, so that you can port it to what-ever environment you choose. Where we do use language-specific features, we explain them in enough detail for those unfamiliar with that particular environment to figure out what we’re doing.
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Web Development with jQueryWrox Press, 2015

	Newly revised and updated resource on jQuery's many features and advantages


	Web Development with jQuery offers a major update to the popular Beginning JavaScript and CSS Development with jQuery from 2009. More than half of the content is new or updated, and reflects recent innovations with regard to mobile...


		

Flash MX Games: ActionScript for ArtistsFocal Press, 2002

	Flash MX provides the perfect platform to create fun games for Internet
	distribution. This book takes the reader through the entire process from
	creating the art and animation for these games, through to programming
	them ready for users across the world to enjoy the results. The book is
	split into four sections. The first section...


		

HTML5 and CSS3 Responsive Web Design CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	HTML5 and CSS3 Responsive Web Design Cookbook gives developers a new toolbox for staying connected with this new skillset. Using the clear instructions given in the book, you can apply and create responsive applications and give your web project the latest design and development advantages for mobile devices. Using real-world examples, this...





	

Schaum's Outline of MathematicaMcGraw-Hill, 2000
Each chapter in Schaum's Outline of Mathematica focuses on a specific application of Mathematica to provide students with a comprehensive, step-by-step approach to understanding the #1 selling programming language. Numerous solved problems and examples demonstrate and reinforce ideas discussed in each chapter. Mathematica commands with...

		

Tax Insight: For Tax Year 2014 and BeyondApress, 2014

	Tax Insight: For Tax Year 2014 and Beyond will teach you to take control of life’s biggest expense—taxes.


	In your lifetime, you will spend more money on taxes than on anything else. Despite that fact, you likely know the current prices of movies and milk but don’t know what your marginal tax rate is. You...


		

Programming Logic and Design, Comprehensive, Fourth EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2006


	Programming Logic and Design, Comprehensive, Fourth Edition provides the beginning programmer with a guide to developing

	structured program logic. This textbook assumes no programming language experience. The writing is nontechnical

	and emphasizes good programming practices. The examples are business examples; they do not assume...
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